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How experts shape politi-
cal talk show interviews

Politics without 
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Journalists increasingly struggle to provide an informative yet au-
thentic and interesting picture of politicians. The real and honest 

story seems hidden behind a wall of political PR, spin doctors and 
media management, which presents journalists with well-orchestrat-
ed images and stories about politics and its main players. In order to 
report details politicians do not want to share, or to avoid evasive or 
abstract policy talk, journalists therefore increasingly turn to political 
experts, interpreters and journalists. They can describe what is going 
on behind the political scenes, why politicians made certain decisions 
and what their implications are. Experts are not used only to replace 
politicians who are unwilling to appear on a show, but are often 
also considered more interesting than some presumably boring poli-
ticians who are more than willing to come. Talk shows, which thrive 
on a combination of facts, entertainment and emotion, are looking 
for more lively and intriguing perspectives when discussing politics 
and often find them in chats with non-political guests. Free of polit-
ical obligations, they can spice up their stories with juicy details that 
politicians would never provide. Moreover, the conversations with 
experiential experts can add emotion to the discussion, providing the 
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authenticity that is ascribed to personal stories (Van Zoonen 2012). 
But how do these discussions differ from those with politicians? And 
are political topics framed differently in talks with experts than in 
interviews with politicians? This study addresses these questions in a 
comparative content analysis of political expert talk in three Dutch 
talk shows.

In recent years, expert interviews have increasingly become a fo-
cus of research. These studies focused mainly on the relationship 
between the interviewer and interviewee in news interviews and its 
influence on the information provided (Ekström and Lundell 2011). 
In order to compare the framing, focus and style of interviews with 
different types of guests, a typology of interview types has been de-
veloped that distinguishes between expert, experiential and account-
ability interviews with politicians (Montgomery 2008; Thornborrow 
2010). However, these studies examined interviews in news pro-
grams focused on the dissemination of factual information. Because 
these are often accompanied by audiovisual footage filmed on loca-
tion, the actual interviews are only a small part of the news items. 
Although video footage is also sometimes used in talk shows, the 
shows almost exclusively consist of hybrid talk, combining factual, 
personal and entertaining elements (Timberg and Erler 2002). The 
interviewee is thus not just a part of the story, but often the source 
and topic of the story itself. Therefore the choice of interviewees has 
a high impact on how the topic is framed and even on which topic is 
discussed in the first place. 

The choice of experts depends on the talk shows’ formats (Tolson 
2001). A show focused on entertainment and show-business would 
probably preferably discuss current events with a celebrity, while 
a show with a strong emphasis on hard news and political events 
would prefer a journalistic or academic expert to talk about the same 
events. In order to determine the impact of the different types of 
experts on political talk this study asks how the use of different types 
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of experts shapes the talk on political topics in comparison with in-
terviews with politicians about the same topic. 

A three-step analysis was conducted to answer this question. 
Firstly, a quantitative analysis of all the guests who spoke on political 
topics in three Dutch talk shows in the 2015/16 season provided an 
overview of the most frequently invited experts. Together with the 
theoretical framework of this study, this analysis was used to cre-
ate a typology of these experts. Secondly, a qualitative case study 
of three items from each show, dealing with the current refugee cri-
sis in Europe, provided insight into how these choices of experts 
and/or politicians shaped the talk about a particular topic. Thirdly, 
semi-structured interviews with experienced talk show experts add-
ed the experts’ perspectives and their perception of their role to both 
parts of the content analysis.¹ This layered approach yielded new 
insights into how the replacement of politicians by experts in talk 
shows impacts political discussions in these shows.

Different types of interviews

Political talk and interviews are traditionally studied from a linguistic 
perspective, using conversation or discourse analysis to examine the 
detailed structure and semantics of talks (Fairclough 2001; Clayman 
and Heritage 2002). Studies have focused mainly on long-form inter-
views in current affairs programs or on news conferences, analyzing 
the structure of the argumentative interrogation about political facts 
and motives. The focus is often the power relations between the in-
terviewer and interviewee (Voltmer and Brants 2011; Boukes and 
Boomgaarden 2016). Because current affairs are also discussed with 
other guests, besides politicians, Montgomery (2008) developed a ty-
pology of news interviews, differentiating between four sub-genres: 
(1) the accountability interview, (2) the experiential interview, (3) the 
expert interview, and (4) the affiliated interview. As interviews with 
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politicians are only one possible scenario among others to talk about 
politics, this categorisation is useful to understand the interview sit-
uation in talk shows. 

In the accountability interview (1) politicians and other policy-
makers are interrogated about their or their institution’s responsi-
bility for events. Generally the interviewee tries to explain or even 
justify his actions and decisions, while the interviewer acts as the 
viewers’ spokesman. Experiential interviews (2) are conducted with 
eyewitnesses, victims or their relatives, who provide first-hand in-
formation about personal experiences. Here the interview style is 
usually non-adversarial, focused on clarification. The interviewee is 
framed as ‘one of us’, positioning the audience on the side of the 
interviewee (Thornborrow 2010). The expert interview (3) is used 
to inform and explain, giving background and/or insider information 
about the events at stake. Experts, for example lawyers or research-
ers, provide interpretations, sometimes clearly showing sympathy 
with one position in the debate. 

Journalists function increasingly as experts in television news, 
but because of their professional connection with programs, Mont-
gomery assigns them to a separate sub-genre: the affiliated interview 
(4). An interview with a foreign correspondent on location by the 
anchor, for example, emphasizes the immediate character of the pro-
gram, as well as the journalist’s knowledge (Lundell 2010). When 
it comes to politics, political reporters are used as interpreters of 
current events, giving background information and the latest news 
on the spot. Given their occupation and closeness to political af-
fairs, they are perceived as authoritative and confident news sources. 
This fits into the broader development of interpretive journalism, in 
which (sometimes personal) interpretations of events are perceived 
as more truthful and authentic than the mere reporting of factual 
information (Eriksson 2011; Van Zoonen 2012; Kroon Lundell and 
Ekström 2013). 
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As Montgomery (2008) states, the boundaries of these generic 
types are often not as clear-cut as described in this typology. The 
role of the interviewee can be determined by his social function or 
occupation and can show characteristics of more than one catego-
ry. Moreover, it can also evolve in the course of the interview, de-
pending on the kind of questions the interviewer asks. An expert can 
therefore simultaneously be a witness of certain events and an expert 
on a specific topic. This is certainly the case in talk shows, where 
guests talk about different topics on the same show and where the 
boundaries between facts, emotion, interpretation and opinion are 
blurred (Van Zoonen and Holtz-Bacha 2000; Holtz-Bacha 2004).

Expert types in talk shows

Despite the blurring of different functions and types, a typology 
of talk show experts can be developed. However, to talk about the 
talk show would generalize a diverse genre, resulting in superficial 
remarks that are not applicable to all the different formats in that 
genre. The type of expert used is at least partly determined by the 
talk show format and the angle chosen to frame a story. Talk shows 
can be investigative, social or political, as well as informative and en-
tertaining at the same time. A ‘daily talk show’ about intimate prob-
lems and juicy details can hardly be compared to a news talk show in 
which politicians are seriously cross-questioned, or to a humoristic 
and satirical ‘late night talk’ (Timberg and Erler 2002; Keller 2009). 
Talk show formats determine the specific characteristics of a show, 
namely its content, form and setting, but also its specific mix of ele-
ments of popular culture (such as music and film) and more serious 
topics. These result in a unique blend of facts, personal opinions and 
the feelings of the guests. As Haarman states: “Host, guests, experts, 
and studio audience in each of the principal talk show types con-
stitute a sort of social microcosm embodying a discernible, partic-
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ular configuration of personal and institutional expectations within 
which certain kinds of discourses and interactive patterns are consid-
ered appropriate and accessible” (Haarman 2001, 35; Tolson 2001). 
Therefore the role of politics in these shows depends on the format 
as well and on the choice of guests. 

With this variety of talk shows formats in mind, and building 
on Montgomery’s categorisation, the following taxonomy of experts 
has been found in political talk in the shows chosen for this study 
(see method section for how they were determined):

Figure 1: typology of experts in talk shows  

Media experts (1) might be the most typical category for talk 
shows and the most diverse one. Their shared characteristic is that 
they are known because of their appearances and work in the me-
dia. They are invited out of the wish for more comprehensible, but 
sometimes also sensational, television, created by strong opinions 
and sometimes gossip, which is a core value of the talk show genre. 
As a frequently invited Dutch media expert explained:

“I am much freer to say what I think about something (…). 
I am able to fulminate about something and talk shows 
love fulminating people.” (E1)1
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They can have various professions, depending on the character 
of the talk show in which they appear. Therefore a subdivision of 
this category is applied, distinguishing media experts who work in 
the field of politics and those who do not (abbreviated as political/
non-political media experts). A serious current affairs talk show 
rather invites political reporters (political media experts) from other 
news outlets to provide background information and well-informed 
but politically independent insider information about parliamentary 
affairs. A humorous late night talk show, on the other hand, would 
probably prefer a comedian (non-political media expert), who pro-
vides funny interpretations of news events too big to ignore, such as 
elections or political crises, to match their entertaining character. Of-
ten television hosts, comedians or other opinion makers are chosen 
to loosen up, or, on the contrary, spice up political topics 

This category of non-political media experts is still a broad one, 
ranging from journalists who are well-informed but not specialized in 
politics to celebrities. However, dividing this category further might 
imply judging the (news) value and profundity of the chosen experts, 
which is likely to be normatively charged, i.e. assessing which experts 
have more knowledge or are better suited to talk about the topic at 
hand. Moreover, this definition would be complicated by the often 
hybrid character of these guests. Commentators in particular can be 
journalists and celebrities at once, and their function may vary ac-
cording to the particular topic or show. It is in fact this hybrid char-
acter that makes them so well-suited to talk shows, because they can 
provide information as well as entertaining talk. 

Although the interviews with journalists often resemble the af-
filiated interviews in news programs (Lundell 2010), they are not 
defined as affiliated here. Talk shows usually invite journalists from 
other media, so they are independent of the shows, as another expert 
described:
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“I like to come to talk about a topic I believe I have some-
thing to say about, without strings attached. My only ob-
ligations are to my employer [a news broadcaster].” (E2)

The experiential expert (2) has the same function as in news inter-
views, providing personal first-hand experiences. In political items, 
they talk about the personal impact of political choices or about ex-
periences that require a political response. These guests add a per-
sonal, often emotional note, making it easier for the viewer to con-
nect to the talk, especially when topics about the impact or failure of 
health and crime policy are under discussion. Although Montgomery 
does not describe them as experts, they do fulfill expert roles. Their 
personal, first-hand experiences give them the authority to talk about 
‘their’ topic they are invited. Therefore they are often referred to 
as experience or hands-on experts (in Dutch ‘ervaringsdeskundige’) 
(Van Zoonen 2012).

The specialist expert (3) is what Montgomery simply calls ‘the ex-
pert’. He has specialized knowledge about a certain field and can give 
factual background information. Here the same subdivision is added 
as in the first category, distinguishing between non-political, e.g. ac-
ademics, and political specialist experts, e.g. former politicians. One 
could argue that the latter are also experiential experts, and in some 
cases their function is indeed a mixture, but they are mostly invited 
to give insider information about political parties or processes. With 
their background in politics, the former politicians can provide this 
specialist information. Talk shows fancy them because they don’t 
have to adhere to party discipline anymore and can give their per-
sonal opinions more freely, as the following quotation exemplifies:

 
“I am a kind of skipper ashore. I don’t have the responsibil-

ities anymore, but I still know the background and I still 
follow what is happening. I am unattached to party disci-
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pline, although I still have my preferences and opinions. I 
am still a member of my party.” (E8)

Choosing guests from these different categories enables talk 
shows to frame political topics as they wish. With their different 
functions, explaining (specialist expert), opinionating (media expert) 
and adding personal experience and emotion (experiential expert), 
they can stress different aspects of political topics, making them eas-
ier to comprehend and/or more exciting to watch. 

Case and method

The ongoing refugee crisis in Europe offers an excellent case for this 
research. It was one of the most discussed topics in the talk show sea-
son of 2015-16. It has political implications (how to cope with large 
groups of refugees in the Netherlands?), but also a strong emotional 
aspect (people in need, people who want to help them or, on the 
contrary, do not want them to come). It was therefore an important 
issue for policymakers as well as citizens, who faced the consequenc-
es of the refugee crisis in their daily lives. The perceptions of these 
groups not only seemed to be disparate, but the gap between them 
seemed too wide to bridge. Politicians’ abstract policy plans and citi-
zens’ direct confrontation with refugees did not match. A talk show’s 
primary aim is not reporting on political affairs, but discussing the 
‘talk of the day’, which means issues that are widely debated in soci-
ety. Therefore, the refugee crisis was a well-suited topic. It combined 
facts, emotion and personal stories. 

The treatment of the refugee crisis will be studied in three prom-
inent Dutch talk shows: Pauw, De Wereld Draait Door (DWDD), and 
RTL Late Night (RTLLN). Pauw is a late night talk show, focusing 
on a serious but entertaining discussion of current events, including 
news, politics, cultural and other topics. These topics are discussed at 
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a round table with several guests. It is presented by former news an-
chor and experienced talk show host, Jeroen Pauw. De Wereld Draait 
Door (DWDD) discusses current affairs, with a strong focus on (pop-) 
culture and art, but it also covers the fields of politics, sports and hu-
man interest. It usually has one up to four guests and is presented by 
host Matthijs van Nieuwkerk, who is assisted by rotating sidekicks. 
With live music performances, remarkable television fragments and 
other fixed elements, the program is known for its fast, positive and 
energetic character.  RTL Late Night is a late night talk show in which 
the host, Humberto Tan, talks about current events with guest from 
the worlds of entertainment, sport and politics. The interviews are 
primarily aimed at a nice chat and the discussion of personal stories 
and celebrity news. Four to six guests are sitting around a large table 
and are occasionally addressed in the interviews with other guests, 
creating a roundtable conversation.

This research combines three research methods: a quantitative 
analysis (1) of all the guests invited to speak about political topics 
during the 2015/16 season2, including those about the refugee crisis, 
in the three talk shows; a qualitative content analysis of a case study 
(2) of six broadcasts of the three shows; and semi-structured inter-
views (3) with frequently invited experts in Dutch talk shows. 

Firstly, the quantitative analysis shows how often and with whom 
political topics are discussed. The guests were categorized according 
to their political affiliation and/or the different types of experts. A 
first round of open coding provided a list of the kind of guests invit-
ed. Compared to Montgomery’s typology of the news interview, this 
led to the typology of experts discussed in the previous section: ex-
periential expert, specialist expert, media expert. In a second round 
of coding the guests were coded according to those categories. Ap-
pearances were coded only for topics concerning Dutch politics – 
policy changes, party or politicians’ activities, or events affected by 
these changes and/or activities. Other topics, such as the economy or 
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foreign affairs, were not taken into account. 
The guests were coded according to their main function, defined 

by their profession and/or how they were introduced. To guaran-
tee the reliability of this coding, a sample of 45% of all items with 
experts (55 out of 122) was re-coded by another researcher (Riffe, 
Lacy, and Fico 2005). This intercoder reliability test (Freelon 2010) 
indicated a high consistency with a percentage agreement of 96% 
and Krippendorf alpha of 0,959. This analysis resulted in an over-
view of the most frequent types of experts and politicians who spoke 
on political topics in general, and the refugee crisis in particular. 

Secondly, a qualitative content analysis was conducted on a sam-
ple of six broadcasts (two of each of the three shows) in which aspects 
of the refugee crisis were discussed with various guests. The sample 
was chosen purposively to reflect the kind of guest or combination 
of guests that was invited most frequently, which was determined in 
the first step of the research.3 This resulted in the following sample:

Item Show Type of guest(s) Date Guests

1 Pauw Politician alone 21-03-2016 Klaas Dijkhoff, 
state secretary 

2 Pauw
Politician with 
non-political 
media experts

26-10-2015
Malik Asmani, MP, 
Jeroen Akkermans, jour-
nalist

3 DWDD Politician alone 15-10-2015 Kajsa Ollongren, deputy 
mayor of Amsterdam

4 DWDD
Specialist expert and 
non-political media 
expert

13-01-2016
Leo Lucassen, researcher, 
Sywert van Lienden, 
commentator 

5 RTLLN
Politician with 
experiential 
experts

14-03-2016
Luc Winants, mayor of 
Brunssum, 
citizens of this town

6 RTLLN
Political media 
expert and 
experiential expert

07-10-2015
Wouke van Scherrenburg, 
former political journalist, 
inhabitants of Hilversum

Table 1: Sample for case study
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The same variables were used to structure the analysis of each 
item. Based on the typology of news interviews, these variables in-
clude the topic of the talk and how it is framed, the aim of the talk 
(are the questions aimed at accountability, information, sensation or 
any other kind of talk), closeness and urgency (how close are the 
guests to the events?; do they provide inside or eyewitness infor-
mation?; how is closeness, actuality, urgency established?), relation 
interviewer and interviewee (opposing or working together), and the 
use of experts (what kind of experts have been invited?; how is their 
role established?).

This structured qualitative approach guarantees a thorough com-
parison. Moreover, it enables us to take aspects into account that 
go unnoticed in a quantitative approach, for example the tone and 
atmosphere of the talk, therefore providing an in-depth analysis of 
the role of the different experts in talk shows. The use of a particular 
case helps to exemplify the different roles experts and politicians can 
play in a discussion about a certain topic by adding concrete exam-
ples of the conceptual types (Yin 1989; Stake 2005; Singer 2008). In-
terviews with current and former producers of the shows were used 
as background information for this analysis.

Thirdly, eight experts were interviewed. In order to capture as 
wide a range as possible of their background (journalist, former pol-
itician, other), they were chosen purposively based on the frequency 
of their appearances on Dutch talk shows. By coincidence, one of 
these experts appeared in an item of the case study. The selection was 
also influenced by and dependent on the willingness of experts to 
participate, resulting in a sample of two non-political, four political 
media experts, and two political specialist experts. The interviews 
were conducted via phone, Skype and email, and were semi-struc-
tured, using a topic list that was not focused on the case, but on 
the interviewees’ experiences as experts in general, their ideas about 
their own roles, differences between shows and their contribution 
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to political discussions. This approach guaranteed the coverage of 
certain key questions in every interview, while leaving room for the 
interviewees to describe their experiences in their own words and 
add subjects. Given the fierce competition between talk shows for 
guests, it was agreed that the interviews with the experts would be 
treated anonymously, so that they could speak freely without poten-
tially hurting their relationships with the shows. Their answers were 
compared to the qualitative content analysis and used for the devel-
opment of a typology of experts, as well as to validate the results of 
the content analysis.

Results

Quantitative comparison of the three shows

On all the shows the experts were as important as or even more 
prominent than the politicians in items about politics. In general, 
there are two reasons for which the choice is made to discuss politi-
cal topics without politicians. The foremost reason is their availabil-
ity. High-ranking government politicians, such as ministers or state 
secretaries, are not as eager to appear on a show as, for example, 
MPs who still have to work on their political reputation and visibil-
ity. Especially during political crises, ministers frequently refuse to 
attend. Because these are the topics that are considered newsworthy, 
shows have to find other means to discuss political news. 

“They often call only when politicians are not available. In 
the ideal case they try to get them, but if they don’t want 
[to come] they have already asked us in the meantime, as 
a back-up plan.” (E2)
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The second reason is that talk shows strive to discuss politics in 
an attractive way. They want to avoid hollow political phrases and 
jargon, and discuss information and opinions without political re-
straints. 

“The added value of a journalist is that he can show the 
broader context. Politicians don’t want to show you more 
than they find relevant at that moment. Here a political 
commentator or interpreter can be of good use.” (E3)

“They are always looking for someone who is able to tell 
something in a couple of minutes and dares to make a 
statement about it. A politician often needs more time to 
explain the complex situation. That is not possible with 
one-liners. (…) So they prefer an outspoken person above 
a cautious politician.” (E4)

Non-political media experts especially, on all shows the largest 
group of experts, are not only invited to add extra information, but 
also to stir up the talk or to serve as a link between abstract politics 
and the viewer, as they explained:

“I can ask the dirty questions that the host can’t ask. I am 
not always proud to do this, but I think it is necessary, that 
is my role as a media expert, saying what everyone thinks 
but no-one dares to say out loud.” (E5)

“If they (the viewers) hear a journalist say that something 
wasn’t right or a strange plan, that is something they 
themselves had felt too, asking themselves if this is alright. 
So I can articulate what the viewers think or feel.” (E1)
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The frequency of talks with politicians and/or experts, however, 
differs between the formats. The quantitative analysis shows that the 
selection of guests with whom the shows discussed the refugee crisis 
resembled their general approach to politics (see table 2 and 3).

Table 2: overview politicians and experts on political topics 2015/16 
(total amounts (n) in parentheses)

Pauw DWDD RTLN

Total amount of items concerning politics 
2015/16 109 33 35

% (n) % (n) % (n)

1 or more politicians alone 34,8 (38) 29,4 (10) 14,3 (5)

Politicians with political media experts 1,8 (2) - 2,9 (1)

- with non-political media experts 9,2 (10) 11,8 (4) 14,2 (5)

- with mixed media experts 2,8 (3) - -

- with experiential experts 6,4 (7) 2,9 (1) 11,4 (4)

- with political specialist experts 0,9 (1) - -

- with non-political specialist experts 0,9 (1) - 5,7 (2)

- with mixed experts 10,1 (11) 5,9 (2) 2,9 (1)

Political media experts 5,5 (6) 2,9 (1) 11,4 (4)

Non-political media experts 8,2 (9) 23,5 (8) 31,4 (11)

Mixed media experts 2,8 (3) 2,9 (1) 2,9 (1)

Experiential experts 0,9 (1) - 2,9 (1)

Political specialist experts 3,7 (4) 8,8 (3) -

Non-political specialist experts 2,8 (3) - -

Mixed experts 9,2 (10) 11,8 (4) -
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Pauw covered politics more often than the other two programs. It 
had the most items about politics, with and without politicians, as 
well as the most items about the refugee crisis. Politicians were as 
often invited on their own as accompanied by various experts. Con-
sidering the total number of guests invited to speak on political top-
ics, politicians were the largest group (41,28%) (table 3). They were 
more often accompanied by journalists with other specializations 
than by political media experts. One-third of the non-political media 
experts and one-third of the mixed experts group consisted of talk 
with journalists. They could provide factual background information 
about topics within their specialization that were affected by political 

Pauw DWDD RTLN

Total amount of items about refugee crisis
2015/2016 34 8 6

% (n) % (n) % (n)

Politicians alone 38,2 (13) 50 (4) -

Politicians with political media experts 2,9 (1) - -

- with non-political media experts 11,7 (4) - -

- with mixed media experts 5,9 (2) - -

- with experiential experts 5,9 (2) 12,5 (1) 33,3 (2)

- with political specialist experts - - -

- with non-political specialist experts - - -

- with mixed experts 14,7 (5) - 16,7 (1)

Political media experts - - -

Non-political media experts 8,8 (3) 25 (2) 33,3 (2)

Mixed media experts - - -

Experiential experts 2,9 (1) - -

Political specialist experts 2,9 (1) - -

Non-political specialist experts - - -

Mixed experts 5,9 (2) 12,5 (1) 16,7 (1)

Table 3: overview politicians and specialists on refugee crisis 
w(total amounts (n) in parentheses)
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events, e.g. economics (table 2 and 3).
In the discussions without politicians, political media experts 

were the most common guests, either on their own or with other 
experts (five out of nine mixed items contained political media ex-
perts). So while politicians were mostly accompanied by experts who 
could add factual or experiential information about the consequenc-
es and implications of politics, in items without politicians they were 
replaced by political media experts, who could add the political per-
spective. This explains why no political media experts were invited 
alone about the refugee crisis. Pauw either discussed its political as-
pects with the politicians themselves, or examined other aspects, e.g. 
the implications for Dutch society, with non-political actors.

Table 4: percentage of appearances per category of guests of total amount of guests 
(total observations in parentheses)

Pauw DWDD RTLLN

% (n) % (n) % (n)

politicians 41.3 (71) 36.9 (17) 36.0 (18)

political media experts 12.2 (21) 4.4 (2) 12.0 (6)

non-political media experts 20.9 (36) 39.1 (18) 36.0 (18)

experiential experts 9.9 (17) 2.2 (1) 12.0 (6)

political specialist experts 5.2 (9) 10.8 (5) 0

non-political specialist experts 10.5 (18) 6.5 (3) 4.0 (2)

 
By contrast, De Wereld Draait Door chose either politicians on their 
own or experts among other experts, and these groups were only 
rarely mixed (table 1). Political topics were preferably discussed with 
frequently invited opinion makers, the largest group within the cate-
gory of non-political media experts, which is the largest group among 
the total of guests (table 4). They often had a hybrid character: they 
were simultaneously journalists, writers, columnists and/or another 
kind of commentator. They were invited because of their strong, 
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sometimes controversial opinions and ability to explain events in an 
entertaining way. Some of them had earned their credibility as ex-
perts through their frequent appearances on the show; an example 
of this will be shown in the case study.

Former politicians also belong to this group of frequently invit-
ed guests, although they are coded as political specialist experts. Of 
the three shows, DWDD had the highest percentage in this catego-
ry, 10.87% (table 4). Even if they were no longer working close to 
politicians and their insider knowledge was not first-hand anymore, 
they remained in this pool because they had strong opinions that 
facilitated a vivid discussion. Therefore former politicians’ function 
shifted from specialist experts to media experts, mostly known for 
their function as commentators on television programs. One of these 
frequently invited opinion makers was on the show in three out of 
eight items about the refugee crisis (table 3).

While the former two shows invited politicians approximately 
as often on their own as combined with experts, RTL Late Night 
(RTLLN) mixed politicians more than twice as often with experts 
(table 1). The show hosted as many politicians as non-political media 
experts, both 36% of the total amount of guests (table 4). With its 
strong focus on entertainment, RTLLN has chosen the comedian Jan 
Jaap van der Wal as its returning, monthly political commentator. 
Six out of 10 appearances of non-political media experts were his. 
This created the opportunity to integrate politics into the format in 
an entertaining way. If politicians were on the show, they were often 
accompanied by experiential experts, citizens who had experienced 
the problems the politician wanted to solve. The show contained 
the highest percentage of experiential experts in this sample (12 %, 
vs. 9.88% (Pauw) and 2.17% (DWDD)) (table 4). In the case of the 
refugee crisis, three of the six items contained eyewitness reports 
and/or personal experiences with refugees. They not only made the 
crisis concrete, but also stressed its emotional aspect and its impact 
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on Dutch people, bringing the story closer and addressing concerns 
widely felt in society. This approach fitted the topic into the format, 
which is equally focused on emotion and entertainment.

Despite their different approaches to politics and their differing 
choices of non-political media experts, a couple of political media 
experts appeared on all three shows. This was due to their func-
tion as political reporters for major television news stations. They 
combine inside knowledge about political affairs with the ability to 
talk engagingly on television. Their frequent appearances give them 
power to frame the political news and simultaneously enhance their 
reputations as credible sources.

The case study

In the following, the impact of specific expert types on the discus-
sion of political events is examined in a case study. This shows why a 
particular expert type fits into a particular format. It will prove that 
while DWDD is interested in fast interpretations and opinion and is 
therefore not suited to specialist experts and politicians talking in 
political phrases, Pauw uses political and non-political media experts 
to add personal experiences and interpretations to the accountability 
interviews with politicians. RTLLN stresses emotions by using expe-
riential experts to address the concerns of common people. 

Pauw

Item 1. In this item a new refugee policy was discussed with the state 
secretary, Klaas Dijkhoff, whose role as the politician responsible for 
the refugee question was stressed in the introduction. It serves as an 
example of how the interruption of another guest adds emotion to an 
interview with a politician and heightens its accountability approach. 
The interview was aimed at testing the feasibility of the European 
plan to redistribute refugees stranded in Greece and Turkey to vari-
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ous EU countries. It started as a classic accountability interview, with 
Pauw’s questions focusing mainly on concrete factual details, such as 
when the refugees would be relocated, how many of them, and when 
they would arrive in the Netherlands. With these detailed questions 
Pauw highlighted both the problems and the vagueness of the plan.

Dijkhoff gave distant, abstract answers, avoiding specific data. 
His aim was to emphasize the benefits of this plan. Eventually, the 
well-known television host of travel programs, Floortje Dessing, in-
vited on a different topic, interrupted. She explicitly addressed this 
abstract level and stated her concerns and anger that the politicians 
never spoke about real people who had left everything behind to 
flee from a terrible war. Her positive personal story of visits to Syria 
eight years ago gave credibility to her emotional interruption. Dijk-
hoff was forced to admit his lack of attention to specific people and 
their misery, but repeated the advantages of his new plan instead of 
reacting to the emotional question. 

By linking the abstract political plans to real events, Dessing si-
multaneously emphasized Dijkhoff ’s detached attitude and the com-
passion people felt for the refugees. The politician was now not only 
judged for his policies but also for his lack of compassion. This in-
terruption was a clear example of the hybrid character of the show. 
It wants its protagonists to discuss current affairs in a factual way, 
preferably with spontaneous and unpredictable interferences, which 
makes the show more entertaining to watch. Therefore other guests 
are encouraged to intervene and create this kind of spontaneous in-
terruption that forces politicians to depart from their planned mes-
sages.

Item 2. This focus is also seen in item 2, which shows even more 
interaction with other guests. Set up as a combination of an ac-
countability interview with first-hand information from two media 
experts, the situation of refugees at the boundaries of Europe was 
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discussed with the MP Malik Asmani, the of the governing liberal 
party’s spokesman for refugee policy , the journalist Jeroen Akker-
mans, who had traveled to report on the refugees at the border of 
the EU, and comedian Sanne Wallis de Vries. The latter acted as an 
experiential expert here, describing her recent trip to help refugees 
on a Greek island. Her vivid account of the situation there immedi-
ately made the talk concrete. By asking Akkermans about his expe-
riences, Pauw verified the information and stressed the credibility of 
their stories, making them trustworthy experts. This was supported 
by video footage of Akkermans’ trip. Their eyewitness reports were 
considered more important than the perspective of the politician, 
who was addressed only after these detailed stories. 

The journalist was also approached differently than the politi-
cian. While the interaction between Pauw and Akkermans, who was 
addressed by his first name, was fact-driven and friendly, Pauw ap-
proached Asmani in a more critical way. By repeating his function, 
he implicitly stressed his responsibility for the government policy on 
this matter. The new plan for solving the crisis was called a ‘mag-
ic spell’ (‘toverformule’); it seemed unrealistic with uncertain out-
comes. Moreover, he frequently interrupted Asmani and criticized 
his plans or policies that had not worked so far. 

Interrupting Asmani and criticizing his statements, media expert 
Akkermans used his experience and knowledge to hold the politician 
accountable and to prove that the politician’s plans were unfeasible. 
Asmani’s attempt to stress his authority on this matter, as the author 
of the plan to keep refugees in the countries surrounding Syria, back-
fired when the other media expert, De Vries, confronted him with 
the question of why the refugees’ situation had not improved, while 
politicians apparently knew what to do. She herewith simultaneously 
emphasized the politician’s responsibility and failure to act accord-
ingly. So, in this item, again, the media experts sharpened and con-
cretized the accountability interview, stressing the problems refugees 
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were encountering. This was enabled by the format’s setting, seating 
all guests together at one table and encouraging them to interact.

De Wereld Draait Door (DWDD)

Item 3. This item shows a clash between the talk show’s format and 
the type of expert invited. It consisted of a discussion with a non-po-
litical specialist expert Leo Lucassen, the professor of Global Labor 
and Migration History at Leiden University, and one of the frequent-
ly invited opinionating media experts, Sywert van Lienden. Although 
he is usually invited about political topics and has started an initiative 
to engage young people in politics, he is coded as a non-political me-
dia expert because, despite his interest in politics, he does not work 
in the field and therefore does not have any inside information. The 
fact that DWDD uses him as a political commentator nonetheless 
confirms the shows preference for opinions instead of fact-checked 
information.

Following up on an earlier item with Van Lienden, in which he 
had incorrectly stated that one out of 20 refugees coming to the 
Netherlands was a potential sexual offender, this item concerned 
the confusion about crime rates among refugees. With his first ques-
tion, ‘Can the relative peace of academics help? Can you help?’, the 
host simultaneously explained what he wanted from the specialist 
expert, and showed his idea of academics: slow and calm. The aim 
of the item, therefore, was to use the calm of academic research to 
get things straight.

The host was much closer to the media expert than to the spe-
cialist expert. He apparently knew the former well, mentioning only 
his first name in the introduction without any further explanation, 
assuming that he was known to the audience. He mentioned that he 
would keep inviting him, despite his mistake about the refugees. This 
was in contrast with how he treated the specialist expert, creating 
distance by addressing him formally. He placed himself on the view-
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ers’ side as a mere observer of the events by talking about ‘we’ and 
emphasizing the researcher’s special role as an authority who knew 
how to interpret the events much better (‘this is your field of study’, 
‘you have value free data’, ‘I ask you as a researcher, you know much 
more about it than we do.’)

With his call for immediate help, Van Nieuwkerk emphasized the 
format of the show; namely fast and focused on the interpretation 
of concrete events. While Lucassen did not use much jargon (he was 
very much aware of the format, talking fast, trying to omit theoret-
ical explanations), Van Nieuwkerk got impatient and asked about 
solutions to the current situation (“We would love to hear something 
more recent, topical from you.”). He even asked: “Of what use are 
you for us?” He wanted explanations and predictions about the cur-
rent practical crisis, and could not see the advantage of academic 
research for this, which has certainty only about analyses of earlier 
events. 

At the end of the talk this clash between the nuanced, fact-based 
researcher and the talk show’s format became even more apparent 
when Van Lienden joined the discussion. He questioned the objectiv-
ity of academic research, implicitly accusing Lucassen of bias, and de-
graded the usefulness of academic research for that discussion. The 
fact that Van Nieuwkerk let him do this without reacting stressed Van 
Lienden’s authority in the program. The message that research indi-
cates that refugees might be less threatening than was stated earlier 
was drowned out by the claim that academic research was not useful 
for a discussion about practical problems such as this one. The media 
expert with his firm statements not based on any proof or research, 
addressing how people feel, was apparently better suited to the show 
than the academic expert who stuck to research results and facts, 
even though the latter proved the former wrong. 

Item 4. In this item an accountability interview exemplifies the 
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program’s aversion to inviting politicians. Kajsa Ollongren, the dep-
uty mayor of Amsterdam, was interviewed about her initiative for a 
job program for refugees. The discussion focused on checking the 
feasibility of this plan, which fitted into the show’s focus on actual 
events and concrete examples instead of theoretical policy. By con-
centrating on one city, Amsterdam, the refugee crisis was reduced to 
a particular concrete case.

Most of the talk was focused on journalistic questions such as 
what, how and why, giving Ollongren the opportunity to explain her 
idea and its importance. The host repeatedly asked for examples, si-
multaneously forcing her to prove her statements and make the story 
more concrete and lively. By asking whether refugees were supposed 
to get the jobs that Dutch people are waiting for, Van Nieuwkerk 
voiced the fear of many people. 

As in item 3, the host created distance by addressing the politi-
cian formally. He even asked permission to ask a critical question 
(“why does Amsterdam give shelter to such a relatively small number 
of refugees?’), artificially putting her in a more powerful position, 
although he could ask whatever he wanted to, being the host of the 
show. Despite this artificial courtesy, Van Nieuwkerk kept stressing 
that her plan was in conflict with federal policy and asked if she 
would eventually break the law to realize her plan. This conflict frame 
tested the feasibility of this plan and, in addition, added urgency and 
sensation to the conversation. To emphasize this conflict, a short clip 
of the minister of economic affairs was shown, stating that refugees 
were bad for economics. Ollongren, however, did not follow that 
conflict frame and instead repeatedly emphasized the (economic) ad-
vantages of her plan. Van Nieuwkerk seemed disappointed by her 
refusal to either take on the fight or admit the flaws in her plan. Her 
answers exemplify why Van Nieuwkerk prefers to avoid interviewing 
politicians; he finds their politically correct answers predictable and 
boring (Meesterwerken, 2014).
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Thus neither the politician nor the specialist expert fitted into the 
format. Only the media expert, with his strong opinion, fitted into 
the fast and opinion-driven character of the show, providing a con-
troversial interpretation by stressing emotion instead of facts, often 
referred to as ‘fact-free politics’ (Van Zoonen 2012). 

RTL Late Night (RTLLN)

Item 5. Personal experiences played a major role in both items of 
this show. Item 5 concerns the visit that a mayor of a small town, 
Luc Winants, and two of its inhabitants paid to a refugee camp in 
Lebanon. They had been on the show a week earlier to discuss their 
concerns about the housing for refugees in their town. The aim of 
the item was to show how common people, like the average viewer, 
react to the miserable situation of refugees and to touch viewers with 
these stories. By linking their earlier concerns to their experiences 
in Lebanon, RTLLN wanted to show how the visit to the camp had 
changed their view. 

  Right from the start the host, Humberto Tan, created a difference 
between the guests by explicitly naming the mayor’s function and ad-
dressing him formally, while calling the inhabitants only by their first 
names, even in the introduction. This made them citizens whose story 
could be anyone’s story, stressing the universality of their concerns. 
The eyewitness reports of their experiences in Lebanon were accom-
panied by short clips of that visit, either on a split screen or with their 
stories in a voiceover. These images increased the impact and created 
closeness to the miserable situation they described, and simultaneous-
ly verified their stories. Starting from their experiences, the whole 
item was taken up with a discussion of specific examples of refugees, 
without talking about the bigger picture of the cause of the conflict or 
political consequences. Another guest, a talent show judge, also told 
the story of a refugee he had met, invalidating the stereotypical image 
of poor people who come to Europe only for economic reasons.
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The host’s questions were aimed mostly at eliciting emotions, 
how the experiences had touched and changed the guests, making no 
distinction between the inhabitants and the mayor, who played only 
the marginal role of confirming the eyewitnesses’ story. His status 
was used to heighten the credibility of the citizens’ stories. While 
this approach fitted into the format’s human interest character, it 
also bridged the gap between abstract, foreign events and the viewer. 
Political consequences were addressed only in the mayor’s final plea 
for more help for the refugees in those camps, but this was not the 
topic of the talk. 

Item 6. In this item a political media expert was used to bridge 
the gap between citizens and politics. The frequently invited former 
political reporter Wouke van Scherrenburg discussed the prime min-
ister’s position on the refugee crisis, while two inhabitants of the 
town of Hilversum explained their Facebook group’s objection to 
having more refugees in their town. The item was a plea for better 
information and more small-scale shelters for refugees, something 
the citizens and Van Scherrenburg agreed upon. 

 In the beginning an overview was shown of the commotion 
in several Dutch municipalities about planned refugee shelters in 
their neighborhoods. Tan then asked Van Scherrenburg where the 
prime minister was in all this. He called her by her first name, which 
created a sense of closeness and did not put her on a pedestal as an 
expert. As a regular guest of the show, the viewers were supposed to 
know her. She did not answer the question directly, but interpreted 
and judged the prime minister’s behavior in general, criticizing him 
for being too cautious and lacking vision. Using vigorous language, 
she made her point clear and also interpreted criticisms that many 
viewers might have had themselves. 

When Tan turned to the experiential experts to let them speak 
about their concerns about refugees in their town, as in item 5, he did 
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not judge their opinions but gave them space to talk about the com-
motion in their towns. They got the chance to build a more nuanced 
picture, emphasizing that they were not racist or against refugees, 
but against the way they were forced upon them by politicians. 

In contrast to Tan, Van Scherrenburg interrupted them several 
times, on the one hand accusing them of stirring up the commo-
tion with their Facebook group, but on the other hand using it as an 
example of how politicians failed to inform the public in a correct 
way, which would prevent this kind of commotion and resistance. 
By making these critical remarks, she gave Tan the opportunity to be 
a neutral host who did not have to criticize these guests. The media 
expert here functioned as an interpreter between the personal stories 
and fears of the inhabitants and the bigger picture of federal politics. 
As in the first item, the show focused on personal stories to voice 
concerns that were widely felt in society, instead of the bigger politi-
cal picture. 

Conclusion

Talk shows choose experts not primarily in order to provide the best 
information, but to create interesting talk. To do so, they choose ex-
perts that fit into their formats. Talk show and television producers 
in general have their own definition of the term ‘expert’. It is not 
the person with the most factual knowledge, but the one who can 
describe it in an attractive way that suits the format who is consid-
ered the right expert for the show. This study has not only offered 
a typology of these various experts, but also an analysis of how they 
influence the discussion about politics. The results show that a talk 
show with a strong focus on entertaining and the ‘common people’s’ 
feelings, such as RTLLN, frequently uses experiential experts to add 
human interest to the story and to give the viewer the opportunity 
to identify with it. Therefore a topic like the refugee crisis is dis-
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cussed mostly from the perspective of its impact on Dutch people, 
i.e. the viewer, stressing emotion and personal stories. Shows that 
focus on fast, energetic and especially opinion-driven talk, such as 
DWDD, prefer media experts who are not afraid to speculate and 
make strong statements, which are considered more interesting than 
political facts. A show in which politics is prominent, Pauw, uses 
media experts to sharpen the accountability approach of politicians. 

Despite these different perspectives, this study shows that pol-
iticians on talk shows are often only one of several guests and are 
not given special treatment. They have to deal with other guests’ 
personal stories and/or critical questions about their responsibility, 
address emotions and, especially on a topic like the refugee crisis, 
their conscience. Giving experts a prominent role, talk shows frame 
political topics as concrete events instead of abstract policy.

This analysis has further shown that the group of media experts 
is not only the most frequently invited, but also the most diverse 
one. It contains serious journalists, who appear on those shows well 
prepared to add extra factual information, as well as celebrities, who 
are invited mostly for their controversial opinions. The choice of 
the kind of media expert is determined by the aim of the format of 
the shows, be it accountability, information, emotion, entertainment, 
or a combination thereof. A talk show that focuses on news facts 
and current events uses journalists as media experts to get the back-
ground information that politicians would not relate, or to add facts 
about the topics discussed. The case of the refugee crisis has shown 
that this approach leads to detailed first-hand information about the 
situation of refugees that can be used to force politicians to discuss 
concrete situations and confront them with what is going wrong with 
their abstract plans. While politicians in accountability interviews 
stick to their prepared message and often talk about abstract policy, 
the media experts can add juicy details and emotion. 

That last group especially can influence the talk about a topic 
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tremendously, when their opinions become more important than a 
discussion of the actual facts, as became clear in the case of DWDD, 
in which the fact that refugees were potentially less dangerous than 
assumed was drowned out by a media expert’s opinion that academ-
ic research was useless for a discussion of concrete problems. Some 
media experts, such as journalists, who see their role as making a 
serious contribution to political information, are very aware of and 
even annoyed by this effect of some of their colleagues. They are 
hesitant to attend, because they know that facts are less important 
than a strong statement. 

“Emotion often plays too big a role. They just say all kinds 
of things. It’s less and less about facts, but always about 
what people think and feel. I find that irrelevant.” (E5)

“You have to be careful with these things. The shows often 
want to make it a little more juicy or sensational than it is. 
It is a challenge to show political facts that can’t be shown 
on the news in a nice and interesting way, but at the same 
time that is the pitfall.” (E2)

So whereas media experts can bridge the gap between viewers and 
politics, and present a topic in an attractive way they otherwise would 
not have noticed (Norris 2000; Baum 2003; Van Zoonen 2005), they 
can also subordinate facts to opinion and emotion, steering public 
opinion in a direction that is not based on facts (Van Zoonen 2012). 
This study has therefore shown that experts, who are invited at least 
as often as politicians and often have a closer connection to the shows, 
are often considered more credible and capable of discussing politics 
in an interesting way. Therefore they influence the direction the po-
litical discussion takes enormously, shifting it from information about 
policies towards stories the viewer can connect to more easily.
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Notes

1.  The interviews were conducted under the condition of anonymity 
(see method section), therefore the different experts are referred to 
as E1, E2 etc.

2. 31 August 2015-20 May 2016 (Pauw and DWDD went on summer 
break after that date. Although RTL Late Night did not stop, later 
items in the season are not taken into consideration, because there 

was no competition anymore between the shows.)

3.  Pauw and RTLLN both had special broadcasts wholly dedicated 
to the refugee crisis, in which politicians and other guests discussed 
the topic and money was raised for the refugees. These two shows 
are excluded from this research, because their formats and purposes 
were different. 
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